I. INTRODUCTION
The scenario is common: a charity, typically with a name including an emotional word like "cancer," "children," "veterans," "police," or "firefighters," signs a contract with a professional fundraiser to organize and run a campaign to solicit charitable contributions. The charity may be legitimate or a sham. The directors of the charity may be allied or coconspirators with the fundraiser, or just as likely, well-meaning but naïve individuals. The fundraiser raises millions of dollars through telemarketing, Internet, or direct mail solicitation. The charity receives but a small percentage of the amount. In some cases, at the close of the campaign, the organization owes the solicitor more than the amount raised for the charity. 1 Thereafter, the state attorney general investigates the charity and finds fraud in the solicitation or an improper use of the funds raised. As part of the settlement, the professional solicitor agrees to be barred from operating in that particular state. Thereafter, the fundraiser moves to a neighboring jurisdiction, opens business (perhaps under a different name), and commences the same cycle of fraudulent fundraising using another charity. 2 Deception in solicitation and misuse of monies raised for charitable purposes is not only a fraud on the donor; it also can be a diversion of tax dollars from state or federal treasuries.
This article examines several approaches for regulating unscrupulous professional fundraisers and preventing carpetbagging, moving from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, committing fraud, or willfully violating regulatory requirements. It examines limitations in the existing regulatory framework to prevent charity fraud and offers possible solutions to the problem. As a first solution, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) should revitalize and extend the "private benefit doctrine" as a tool of enforcement. Second, Congress and the Service should amend § 4958 to address excess benefit transactions to more clearly include unscrupulous solicitors.
A third possible resolution to the problem outlined would be the expansion of the Federal Trade Commission's (FTC) enforcement authority to cover charitable solicitation generally. Currently, the FTC has authority over telemarketing by for-profit fundraisers. 3 The legislation proposed occur when the fundraising contract does not guarantee the charity a specific dollar amount or specific percentage of the gross receipts, including when fundraising is incidental to the telemarketing campaign, or when the contract does not hold the charity harmless for expenses/fees that exceed the gross amount contributed. Id. Some of these losing campaigns were not intended to raise money, but focused on funding new and promising donors or educating individuals unaware of the organization and its mission.
A final recommendation is the creation of an online, readily accessible database containing records of violations of professional fundraising companies and the individuals who own and work for them, the contracts between professional solicitors and the charities they work for, the results of fundraising campaigns listing the percentage of dollars raised that goes to the charity, and the texts of settlement agreements between state charity officials and fundraisers and the charities involved. An important issue not addressed in detail is the fiduciary responsibility of charity boards to carefully select the firms that manage their solicitation campaigns.
II. EXAMPLES OF THE PROBLEM

A. Quadriga Art
In June 2014, the New York State Attorney General reached a $25 million settlement with Quadriga Art, one of the nation's largest direct mail companies that for seven years conducted misleading fundraising for the Disabled Veterans National Foundation (DVNF). 4 From the formation of DVNF in 2007 to 2013, Quadriga raised $116 million. More than 90% went toward the cost of the direct-mail solicitations. Despite all of this fundraising, DVNF was indebted to Quadriga for $14 million! Under the terms of the settlement, Quadriga was forced to pay $10 million in damages individuals involved will be barred from engaging in charitable solicitation and charity work. See Fed. Trade Comm'n v. Cancer Fund of America, Inc., No. 2:15-cv-00884-NVW (D. Ariz. May 18, 2015) . This is an extraordinary action and obviously does not involve an efficient solution to the problem. Most of the money is long gone.
B. Coalition Against Breast Cancer
The Coalition Against Breast Cancer (CABC) was a New York charity whose stated mission was to help women survive. CABC claimed to do this by providing research relating to breast cancer, a mammography van where women could get free mammograms, "constant" [sic] seminars and forums for women, and a mammography fund that would provide free mammograms for women who had no insurance. None of these statements was true. 10 In 1995, Andrew Smith, a director of CABC and Garrett Morgan, commenced a fundraising campaign for the organization. the firms and the latter two received a minimum of 80-85% of the funds raised. 12 Campaign Center and the other fundraising firms were successful. From 2005 through 2011, the Campaign Center generated $4,861,224 in contributions for CABC through its own direct fundraising activities, and CABC paid the Campaign Center $3,908,262 for such services (80% of the Campaign Center generated contributions). Of the amount CABC retained, 85% was spent ($1,474,688) to pay compensation to its Directors ($918,951) and for overhead expenses. Less than 4.4% of the nearly $10 million raised was expended for charity related to breast cancer. 13 The New York Attorney General charged that the Campaign Center utilized fraudulent fundraising tactics to maximize donations, 14 falsely filed with the state the amounts that CABC paid for brokerage services ($130,685) , and utilized a fundraiser who was banned from such activity in 12 While alarming, this figure alone isn't a violation of law. The Attorney General alleged that CABC was in violation of several provisions in Article 7A of N.Y. Executive Law, forbidding fraudulent solicitation. "In 2010, CABC made Morgan's broker agreement exclusive." Id. at *5. 13 [C]haritable activities between 2005 and 2011, while the Campaign Center was its official fundraiser, were limited to the following: 1) a scholarship program for students with a relative with breast cancer (3.4 percent of total expenditures); 2) funding mammograms and treatment for approximately 40 women (.49 percent of total expenditures); and 3) donations to women's health events (.22 percent of total expenditures).
Id. at *3.
14 CABC, through the Campaign Center, utilized the following fraudulent fundraising tactics to maximize donations collected: 1) the Campaign Center sent donors an "official invoice" claiming the donor agreed to make a pledge when such donor declined to do so; 2) some "pledge donors" never even received a solicitation call; 3) the Campaign Center sent out repeated invoices, even after the pledge had been paid; 4) the Campaign Center stated that it was calling for a local charity, and the telemarketers changed the town of their script so that it matched that of the potential donor to convey the false impression that donations would stay in the community; 5) the solicitors used false names, varying their last name in an attempt to identify the perceived racial, religious, or ethnic group of the potential donor; 6) the solicitors routinely stressed that CABC gave free mammograms, when virtually no funds were utilized for such purpose; and 7) the solicitors for the Campaign Center never stated that they were paid professional solicitors employed by a professional fundraiser.
Id.
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Pitt Tax Review | ISSN The court granted judgment against defendant board members and fundraisers in a combined amount of $1,555,000, ordered CABC to be dissolved, barred individual board members from serving in any manner for any entity or person that held or solicited charitable contributions in New York, or from receiving any benefits derived from solicitation of contributions for charitable organizations in New York. Campaign Center and its owner Morgan had to pay restitution for the fraud and were barred from any further charitable solicitation in New York. The settlement required the Campaign Center to be dissolved.
C. U.S. Navy Veterans
In other scenarios, the charity is a complete sham: such was the situation with the U.S. Navy Veterans. Although some Americans may object to the political justifications for going to war, almost all appreciate the sacrifices made by veterans and eagerly support charities that assist them. Fraudulent organizations preying on these good intentions, purportedly raising funds to help veterans, have proliferated in recent years. The U.S. Navy Veterans Association in 2009 at its peak raised $27.6 million and an estimated $100 million in all. It boasted of a membership of 66,000 and offices in 41 states, none of which existed. The offices were actually rented mailboxes, and of the 84 purported officers, the only one who could be traced was an individual calling himself Bobby Thompson, whose identity had been stolen from a civilian in Washington State. Thompson claimed he was a retired Navy lieutenant commander and ran the organization from St. Petersburg, Florida. He donated substantial sums in his own name to conservative causes and funded a successful lobbying effort in Virginia that led to legislation exempting veterans groups from registration requirements. The professional solicitors received 90% of the funds raised, but were not part of the conspiracy.
The gaps in oversight in this area are demonstrated by the fact that U.S. Navy Veterans were unmasked not by federal or state charity oversight, but through investigative reporting by the Tampa Bay Times.
The Ohio Attorney General brought a criminal prosecution. U.S. Navy Veterans received recognition of tax-exempt status in 2002 and filed annual information returns. In 2008 the IRS audited the Connecticut "chapter." After reviewing documents and speaking to "Commander" Thompson and his tax counsel, a law professor, the Service issued a no action finding. 16 The three examples differ. DVNF was a charity run by naïve people, clueless about their fiduciary responsibilities, which allowed the organization to become a vehicle for the fundraiser. The board breached its duty of care in the selection of the solicitor.
17
There were connections between the fundraiser and DVNF's administrators, though not the board members. The charity provided no assistance to its beneficiaries beyond the worthless gifts-in-kind.
18
CABC operated as a charity that provided minimal resources to achieve its mission, though the funds were not used as the solicitation scripts promised-for research on breast cancer or a mammogram van. Less than 4.4% of funds raised were expended for charity related to breast cancer. U.S. Navy Veterans was a sham. There was no separate existence between the fraudster and the organization beyond forged documents and 16 The individual posing as Thompson "disappeared shortly after being indicted in Ohio on federal charges of identity theft, fraud and money laundering. Ohio's Attorney General took the lead in pursuing Thompson shell organizations. Quadriga and CABC involved consent agreements with the charity and the fundraiser. U.S. Navy Veterans was a successful criminal prosecution.
While the three examples are egregious, they are depressingly common scenarios. Why do often well-meaning charities get involved with fundraisers that take such a large percentage of the amount raised? How could U.S. Navy Veterans fool so many regulators? The supposed advantage to charities of using a contingent fee professional solicitor is that the charity feels it bears no financial risk, and every dollar received, even if it is only five or ten percent of the total take, is a dollar more than it otherwise would have had.
19
This is usually true; small or unpopular charities must pay substantial percentages to fundraisers because of the difficulty of attracting donors.
20
In 2013, the Tampa Bay Times and the Center for Investigative Reporting published a report entitled "The Worst Charities in America" 21 that examined 6,000 charities which used professional fundraisers to garner donations. It focused on the fifty worst, determined by the ratio of funds raised to the amount received by the charity. The fifty raised a total of $1.3 billion from contributors over the past decade, and only $300 million reached the charities. Most of the charities' shares were used for salaries, overhead, and consulting arrangements with related parties.
The report found that the fifty nonprofits devoted less than four percent of the monies raised to direct financial assistance. Many charities had costs of fundraising over 90% year after year. As in the Quadriga example, many were more indebted to the fundraisers every year, no matter how much had been raised. There were numerous instances of self-dealing, excessive compensation, misleading and fraudulent representations to donors, related party transactions, and the use of satellite charities, often run by family members of the individuals behind the original organization. Similar to CABC, several nonprofits were fronts for their fundraisers.
22
Many used similar names to well-known legitimate nonprofits with the words "cancer," "kids," "children," and "veterans" in the name.
23
There were omissions or deceptions in the Form 990, the annual information return filed with the IRS, or in the state filings. When some of the charities were shuttered by a state regulator, they would merely relocate to another jurisdiction.
III. COST OF FUNDRAISING AS AN EVALUATIVE MEASURE
"The Worst Charities in America" deservedly raised awareness of the extent of charitable fraud or deception, but its conclusions were based on the organizations' cost of fundraising (CFR), which is not necessarily an indication of wrongdoing. Attorneys general (AG) have an interest in CFR and are aware of its strengths and weaknesses as a measure of efficiency. Because of their other responsibilities and finite resources, CFR is used as a public education tool in several jurisdictions, through the publication of an annual report on the offices' websites, often titled "Pennies for Charity." This report shows the percentage amount that goes to the charity compared to the professional solicitor.
24
The investigations and prosecutions of solicitors who engage in misleading or fraudulent fundraising tend to be 22 See discussion infra Part V. episodic, and AG intervention may not originate or be driven by the office in the jurisdiction where the fraud was based.
25
Despite the common wisdom that a high cost of fundraising results in few pennies on the dollar actually going to support the charitable mission, it does not mean the organization is engaged in fraud. There is no proven, direct correlation between the cost of fundraising and charitable outcomes. It takes money to raise money or to educate the public, particularly if the cause or organization is new or unpopular.
A high ratio of expenses to CFR, though controversial, does not necessarily indicate that a nonprofit is mismanaged, corrupt, or inefficient. CFR is but one piece of data used to evaluate a charity.
26
A nonprofit's CFR may be high because: it is a nascent organization with an unfamiliar mission; the campaign is an attempt to recruit new supporters or donors; the solicitation's primary purpose is educational; or the average contribution received is small. Other factors beside the CFR, such as salaries and administrative costs, quantitative and qualitative measures of mission attainment, and the number of people actually served by the charity compared to other organizations in the same field, are equally important.
Nor does a low CFR in and of itself indicate an ethical high ground. Fundraising costs can be hidden through allocating such expenses into categories such as public education, program services, general expenses, or administration or gift-in-kind accounting schemes instead of fundraising.
27
Some organizations such as major universities have low fundraising costs because of economies of scale or advantageous connections with potential donors. Charities, even well-known ones, often cheat willfully by failing to report or under-reporting fundraising expenses, so as not to offend donors and to foster an image of efficiency.
28
Assume a charity signs a contract with a professional fundraiser providing that any funds received by the charity will be after expenses and the fundraiser has taken out costs. Can the charity validly claim that it has no fundraising costs?
Several studies have found a substantial percentage of charities report on their Form 990 annual informational tax return that they incurred no fundraising costs, while state filing records revealed that in fact the organization spent substantial amounts on fundraising.
29
A 2012 analysis by the Scripps Howard News Service of the most recent Form 990 returns of 37,987 charities and other nonprofits that raised at least one million dollars through fundraising reaffirmed the conclusions of an earlier study by the Urban Institute that a substantial number of charities report no fundraising expenses. Forty-one percent of the charities (15,389) that raised a total of $116.7 billion stated they spent nothing for advertising, telephone solicitations, mailed appeals, professionally prepared grant applications or staff time for face-to-face solicitations. For example, 48 of Goodwill Industries' 127 major affiliates reported raising $387 million at no cost. Of the 22,598 organizations that did report fundraising expenses, the cost of fundraising was but seven cents for every dollar raised. 29 A 2003 study examining the Urban Institute's Center on Nonprofit and Philanthropy and the Center on Philanthropy at Indiana University examined 2000 tax year data and reviewed the tax returns of more than 125,000 nonprofit groups, and conducted surveys of overhead costs and accounting practices at 1,500 of them. The study found that more than a third of nonprofit groups that reported on their Form 990 that they raised $50,000 or more claimed that they spent nothing on fundraising, even though that was often not true. The researchers concluded that many groups that receive the best ratings from watchdog groups were not as efficient as they seemed, and that many charities lack the capacity to track such costs accurately. See CTR. ON Normally, nonprofit organizations allocate expenditures functionally into three categories: program service expenses, management and general administrative expenses, and fundraising expenses. These programmatic allocations reflect general accounting principles.
31
They are also desired by donors and required by governmental agencies such as the IRS in the Form 990 Annual Information Return, one part of which demands that any 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) organization present a statement of functional expenses. Failing to have such a standard is at best a soft-core sort of fraud or misrepresentation.
Watchdogs have criticized the emphasis on overhead ratios or CFR, and suggest donors should focus on the charity's effectiveness, measured by impact of the organization on its beneficiaries. 32 Furthermore, there is concern that the emphasis on CFR and overhead damages legitimate charitable activity. Recently, Independent Sector, which represents major the Public Broadcasting Service, said, "It is ridiculous to think an organization could raise significant amounts of money without spending money to do it. . . . I must be doing something wrong. I've never seen it growing on trees. Less than two weeks after the publication of the "America's Worst Charities" report, BBB Wise Giving Alliance, Charity Navigator, and Guidestar, three charity rating organizations, commenced a campaign to persuade donors to look beyond overhead costs when deciding which groups to support because overhead is a poor measure of a charity's performance. The statement concedes "at the extreme" high spending on overhead can tip off donors to fraud or poor financial management. The three organizations did not invite a fourth watchdog, CharityWatch, to participate, because it rates charities exclusively on their financial performance. See Suzanne Perry, charities, loosened its guidelines for overhead expenses. 33 Charity Navigator, which rates charities, has deemphasized overhead in its rating system. State AGs ignore these developments. There is a large gap between the views of organizations calling for downplaying overhead costs and the reality of extensive abuse by charities and their fundraisers, not to speak of the difficulties of donors in determining how effective a charity is in achieving its mission.
At some point, does a high CFR over many years indicate the charity is serving a private purpose, which would make the organization ineligible for tax exemption? Though every fundraising campaign tries to include educational speech, which is protected, after years of high CFR and little expenditure on mission, should this indicate the speech component is merely formulaic, or even deceptive rather than meaningful, and that no one is listening?
IV. THE APPROPRIATE LOCUS OF REGULATION
In the first instance, charitable regulation is a state responsibility. State regulatory schemes typically provide for mandatory disclosure through state and local registration and licensing requirements that make financial and operational information available to the public. Fraudulent solicitation activities are unlawful, and perpetrators are subject to fines and criminal prosecution, but the latter remedy is infrequent, save in egregious situations such as U.S. Navy Veterans, where the charity is a sham.
Most states have an elaborate registration system that requires charities and fundraisers to register with the state if the charity or the fundraiser will solicit funds in that jurisdiction. Compliance reporting under solicitation laws is divided into two pieces: 1) registration, which provides an initial base of data and information about an organization's finances and governance; and 2) annual financial reporting, which keeps the state apprised about the organization's operations with an emphasis on 33 The Revised Principles for Good Governance and Ethical Practice provide more flexibility for overhead costs. Previously, the Principles stated that charities should spend a significant amount of their expenses on programs with a target of 65% of expenses. The revision says spending 65% of expenses on program activities and more on overhead is sometimes necessary. Alex Daniels, New Charity Guidelines Deal with Online Fraud, Overhead, and Executive Pay, THE CHRON. OF PHILANTHROPY (Feb. 25, 2015) , https://philanthropy.com/article/New-Charity-Guidelines-Deal/227877. fundraising results and practices. 34 Typically, states require both registration (at least an initial registration) and annual financial reporting. Thirty-six states and the District of Columbia use the Unified Registration statement, a standardized form that requires charities that are engaged in fundraising and professional fundraisers to register with the appropriate state agency.
35
Other states have their own registration requirements, and five have no registration mandates. Commercial fundraisers must register in forty-three states, and all contracts between a charity and fundraiser must be filed with the particular state where the fundraising takes place. 36 The fact that a charity registers to solicit contributors and to file fundraising contracts does not necessarily prevent fraud.
37
There are a number of difficulties in effectively overseeing solicitation. First, there are many charities; in New York alone, there are an estimated 65,000, and nationally, there are 1,117,941. 38 These are organizations exempt under § 501(c)(3) of the Code. This figure does not include an estimated 300,000 religious organizations that are not required to register with the Internal Revenue Service. DEP'T OF THE TREASURY, I.R.S., CATALOG NO. 21567I, INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE DATA BOOK (2014). 39 The Supreme Court has established in a surprising number of cases that solicitation though subject to reasonable regulation involves a variety of speech interests that are within the protection of the First and Fourteenth Amendments. Riley v. Nat'l Fed'n of the Blind, 487 U.S. 781 (1988) (state's definition of reasonable fee, using percentages, was not narrowly tailored to state's interest in preventing fraud; requirement that professional fund raisers disclose a potential donor's percentage of charitable contributions collected during previous year which were actually turned over to charity was unduly burdensome and unconstitutional); id. at 795-96 (requirement of professional solicitor to disclose to Professional solicitation is a form of speech, and such appeals are cast, in part, as transmitting educational information. As such, the First Amendment protects them.
Registration is not synonymous with enforcement of the law, oversight by the attorney general or prevention of fraud. Forms, once filed, are not reviewed in most jurisdictions until and unless there are complaints about a particular charity. Thus, if false information is filed, it is unlikely to be discovered. Other reasons why state enforcement is episodic, save in a few jurisdictions, is that prosecuting charity fraud is time-consuming and expensive. 40 Effective oversight is beyond the resources of state attorneys general. 41 It also may be the result of staffing choices. Charity enforcement may not be a highly visible issue in some states. There may not be a constituency of aggrieved voters who have been harmed and demanding potential donors average percentage of gross receipts turned over to charity by fundraiser unconstitutionally infringed on speech; commercial speech doesn't retain commercial character when intertwined with otherwise protected speech); Sec'y of Md. purely commercial leaflets could be banned from the streets, state could not prohibit or unreasonably obstruct or delay distribution of handbills of a clearly religious activity merely because they invite purchase of books for improved understanding of religion or because handbills seek in lawful fashion to promote raising of funds for religious purpose); Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296 (1940) (condition solicitation of aid for perpetuation of religious views or systems upon a license, grant of which rests on perpetuation of religious views or systems, the grant of which rests with in exercise of determination by official as to what was a "religious cause" invalid prior restraint on free exercise of religion); Schneider v. State, 308 U.S. 147 (1939) (ordinance that prohibited door to door soliciting, canvassing or distribution of circulars from house to house without permit, issuance of which rested in discretion of public officials overbroad as it applied to anyone who wished to present views on political, social and economic questions); see Lovell v. Griffin, 303 U.S. 444 (1938) (ordinance criminalizing distribution of any handbill at any time or place without permit invalid on face and First Amendment grounds). 40 There is some low-hanging fruit where if the attorney general becomes involved, settlement is swift. 41 action. Legitimate charities and reputable fundraisers may feel the bad press affects all fundraising. As presently conducted, state regulation clearly is not the solution to the problem posed. 42 While a few attorneys general may join an action against a fraudulent fundraiser, it is not a national effort with national results. Penalties, when imposed, are meager, usually around $500. 43 The regulatory system is bifurcated. The IRS grants tax-exempt status, audits financial filings and can revoke tax-exempt status, but incorporation is a state function and state regulators handle oversight. Despite recent efforts to improve the sharing of information, much work remains to render such coordination effective. 44 There are efforts to digitalize state filings, but paper remains the norm. State regulators do not communicate effectively among themselves, and they have no database of charities or fundraisers that have been disciplined.
V. THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE AS PRIMARY REGULATOR
A logical place to situate regulation is within the IRS, which regulates the nonprofit sector through setting the criteria for recognition of taxexempt organizations. One of the Service's functions has become the regulation of the fiduciary behavior of trustees, directors, managers, and donors, a police function. Traditionally, this was the role of state law, since nonprofits were creatures of state corporate law and state fiduciary standards. In recent years, the Service has preempted state law in regulation , at B1 (stating that the IRS has been "little help" in the efforts to monitor potential fraud at charities). 45 The Center for Investigative Reporting established such a database, which is a beginning but incomplete. Goins, supra note 43.
of charities in certain areas. 46 The Service has three approaches to deal with excessive payments to charities or fundraisers: the prohibitions against private inurement and private benefit, and intermediate sanctions on excess benefit transactions under § 4958.
A. Private Inurement
Under § 501(c)(3), organizations are prohibited from engaging in activities that result in "inurement" of the organization's net earnings to insiders, such as founders, directors, and officers. The inurement prohibition states that no part of the "net earnings" may inure to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual. 47 The term "no part" is absolute. The organization loses tax-exempt status if even a small percentage of income inures to a private individual. The sole beneficiary of a charity's activities must be the public at large.
48
The essence of inurement is that a person in a position to influence the decisions of an organization receives disproportionate benefits, such as excessive compensation or rent, a belowmarket rate loan, or improper economic gain from sales or exchanges of property with the tax-exempt organization.
49
B. The Private Benefit Doctrine
The inurement limitation only extends to excess economic benefits received by insiders. The related private benefit prohibition denies exemption when persons other than insiders receive more than an incidental "private benefit." The IRS and the courts view inurement and private benefit as distinct requirements. Private benefit is the broader concept because it extends beyond insiders, but the inurement proscription is unforgiving (there is no de minimis exception) while "incidental" private benefit, viewed in a qualitative and quantitative sense, is not fatal.
50
The "private benefit" doctrine prohibits a § 501(c)(3) organization from providing a substantial economic benefit to individuals who do not exercise any substantial formal control over the organization. One could argue that the DVNF existed for the private benefit of Quadriga Art.
The private benefit limitation is a product of the Treasury Regulations, which require a § 501(c)(3) organization to serve "a public rather than a private interest" and "establish that it is not organized or operated for the benefit of private interests such as designated individuals, the creator or his family, shareholders of the organization, or persons controlled, directly or indirectly, by such private interests."
51
Professor John Colombo has criticized the private benefit proscription for lack of doctrinal content and inconsistent interpretation by the Service.
52
The concept of private benefit has deep roots in the common law through the idea that a charitable trust must benefit a sufficiently large and indefinite class rather than specific individuals. 53 Thus, a trust to benefit a town's cemetery would be charitable, but one to maintain an individual's tomb would not. earnings to its founder, members of its board, or anyone else who is an insider, 55 the meaning of private benefit appears not in the Code, but as previously mentioned, in the Treasury Regulations, and its meaning has varied over the years.
56
The early private benefit cases and rulings were consistent with the more limited common law concept. In Ginsberg v. Commissioner, 57 an organization formed to dredge a navigable waterway fronting the homes of its member-donors did not qualify for exemption, because the waterway was rarely used by the general public and dredging greatly benefited the property owners.
58
The common law private benefit concept was gradually expanded by the IRS, primarily as a weapon in its response to changes in the health care sector, which resulted in complex corporate structures, incentive-based compensation plans for physicians and other key personnel, and joint ventures with for-profit firms. The new economics of nonprofit health care often were driven by a desire to maximize profit, while minimizing or eliminating charity care other than the obligatory open emergency room.
59
Some of the arrangements involved staff physicians, who did not neatly fit in the "insider" category because they were not in any position to influence the hospital's finances. Initially, the IRS attempted to elevate their status so as to use the inurement hook, but in many situations, such as with a large 55 United Cancer Council v. Comm'r, 165 F.3d 1173, 1176 (7th Cir. 1999). 56 Treas. Reg. § 1.501(c)(3)-1(d)(1)(ii) (as amended in 2014) (noting that the first effort to clearly distinguish private benefit from private inurement was in a 1987 General Counsel Memorandum). See I.R.S. Gen. Couns. Mem. 39,598 (Jan. 23, 1987) ("An organization is not described in § 501(c)(3) if it serves a private interest more than incidentally. . . . A private benefit is considered incidental only if it is incidental in both a qualitative and quantitative sense. In order to be incidental in a qualitative sense, the benefit must be a necessary concomitant of the activity which benefits the public at large, i.e., the activity can be accomplished only by benefiting certain private individuals. . . . To be incidental in a quantitative sense, the private benefit must not be substantial after considering the overall public benefit conferred by the activity. hospital, revocation of exemption based on inurement would be unsuccessful. The fallback argument became private benefit.
60
The Service used private benefit to focus on the economic benefits that flowed to a for-profit entity or individuals as a result of serving a charitable class, which met the size requirement.
61
In the healthcare area, the Service alternated in its interpretations of private benefit. In looking at joint venture agreements, the Service focused on the balance between the claimed advancement in charitable purpose from the venture and the private benefits conferred on individual investors.
62
In areas other than health care, the IRS revoked or denied exemptions on grounds of private benefit in situations far removed from the doctrine's common law roots. This expanded notion of private benefit received judicial endorsement in American Campaign Academy v. Commissioner, 63 where the Tax Court held that a nonprofit school operated to train individuals for careers as political campaign professionals did not qualify for the 501(c)(3) exemption because it conferred more than an incidental benefit on the Republican Party. The academy under scrutiny was created and funded by the National Republican Congressional Committee. Applicants were not required to disclose their party affiliation, but the clear implication from the record was that virtually all students were Republicans and most graduates worked for Republican candidates.
The Tax Court held that even though the school provided primary benefits to a charitable class (its students, Republicans in general, the 60 See I.R.S. Gen. Couns. Mem. 39,862 (Nov. 22, 1991) (involving an arrangement, where a hospital and a group of surgeons formed a limited partnership to purchase from the hospital the right to the net revenues from a surgery clinic. The agenda was to give the surgeons a sufficient financial stake in the clinic so they would be motivated to refer patients. After first finding that the arrangement constituted inurement because the surgeons were insiders, the IRS contended in the alternative that the hospital's exemption still should be revoked because of the presence of more-than-incidental private benefit to the surgeons.). This was the first use of private benefit as a distinct doctrine. A general counsel memorandum only reflects the Service's view of the law. Subsequently in the healthcare area, the Service has backed away from the use of private benefit in certain situations. See FISHMAN ET AL., supra note 26, at 430. 61 Colombo, supra note 52, at 6. political system, or all of the above) and did not violate the inurement proscription, nonetheless it conferred more than incidental "secondary" benefits to private interests (the Republican Party) and thus did not qualify for exemption. 64 In a more recent case with an unusual fact pattern, a software engineer incorporated a California nonprofit public benefit corporation and sought recognition of tax exemption, which was denied by the Service. The organization's purpose was to provide sperm free of charge to women seeking to become pregnant. The petitioner was the only sperm donor, and he and his father were the sole board members and officers of the organization. The Tax Court upheld the IRS's denial of the § 501(c)(3) exemption. The court acknowledged that the free provision of sperm might qualify as "charitable," but in this case the class of beneficiaries was not sufficiently large to benefit the community as a whole. The "smoking pistol" was that the petitioner was the only donor and his personal preferences (women "from families whose members have a track record of contributing to their communities" and who had "better education") narrowed the class of eligible recipients. 65 Therefore, the organization served the private benefit of the sperm donor. Preference is given to women 'with better education' and no record of divorce, domestic violence, or 'difficult fertility histories' and are from families 'whose members have a track record of contributing to their communities'; who are in 'a traditional marriage situation'; who are under age 37; who are ethnic minorities; and who are 'from locations where * * * [petitioner has] not previously accepted recipients.' Naylor scores the questionnaires by hand, transfers the information to a computer-readable form, and enters the information into a computer program which assigns a score to each woman."). 66 Query whether the donor hoped to take a tax deduction for contributing his sperm to the bank? 67 165 F.3d 1173 (7th Cir. 1999).
private benefit doctrines to charitable fundraising. The United Cancer Council (UCC) was a charity that sought, through affiliated local cancer societies, to encourage preventive and ameliorative approaches to cancer, as distinct from searching for a cure, the emphasis of the better-known American Cancer Society. UCC entered into an agreement with a fundraising firm, Watson & Hughey (W & H).
68
Because of UCC's perilous financial condition, a board committee wanted W & H to "front" all the expenses of the fundraising campaign, though it would be reimbursed by UCC as soon as the campaign generated sufficient donations to cover those expenses. W & H agreed, but it demanded in return that it be UCC's exclusive fundraiser during the fiveyear term of the contract, that it be given co-ownership of the list of prospective donors generated by its fundraising efforts, and that UCC be forbidden, both during the term of the contract and after it expired, to sell or lease the list, although it would be free to use it to solicit repeat donations. There were no restrictions on W & H.
69
Over the five-year term of the contract, W & H mailed 80 million letters soliciting contributions to UCC. Each letter contained advice about preventing cancer, as well as a pitch for donations; 70% of the letters also offered the recipient a chance to win a sweepstakes. As a result of these mailings, UCC raised $28.8 million, but its expenses, the costs borne by W & H for postage, printing, and mailing the letters soliciting donations (costs reimbursed by UCC according to the terms of the contract), were $26.5 million. The balance of $2.3 million, the net proceeds of the directmail campaign, was spent by UCC for services to cancer patients and on research for the prevention and treatment of cancer. 69 United Cancer Council, 165 F.3d at 1175. 70 UCC did not renew the contract when it expired by its terms in 1989. Instead, it hired another fundraising organization with disastrous results. The following year, UCC declared bankruptcy, and within months the IRS revoked its tax exemption retroactively to the date on which UCC had signed the The IRS revoked UCC's charitable exemption. The Service alleged that UCC was not operated exclusively for charitable purposes, but also for the private benefit of the fundraising company, and also claimed that part of the charity's net earnings inured to the benefit of a private shareholder or individual, W & H. UCC appealed to the Tax Court, which upheld the revocation on the ground of private inurement, but did not reach the private benefit issue. There followed an appeal to the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals.
Judge Posner found no private inurement.
71
The Service had not contended that any part of UCC's earnings found its way into the pockets of any members of the charity's board, or that any members of the board were owners, managers, or employees of W & H, or relatives or even friends of any of W & H's owners, managers, or employees. It conceded that the contract between charity and fundraiser was negotiated at an arm's length basis. 72 However, the contract was so advantageous to W & H and so disadvantageous to UCC that the charity must be deemed to have surrendered the control of its operations and earnings to its professional solicitor.
As far as the high fundraising costs, the Seventh Circuit found that W & H got a "charitable bang" from the mailings, which contained some educational materials in support of its educational goals. Importantly, it said that the cost of fundraising (that is, the ratio of expenses to net charitable receipts), is unrelated to the issue of inurement.
73
W & H's favorable contract was due to the desperation of UCC, rather than disloyalty by the board. Nor was there any diversion of assets to insiders. Judge Posner then suggested that the private benefit doctrine, in certain situations, could be used to deal with particularly harsh agreements:
Suppose that UCC was so irresponsibly managed that it paid W & H twice as much for fundraising services as W & H would have been happy to accept for contract with W & H. The effect was to make the IRS a major creditor of UCC in the bankruptcy proceeding. Id. at 1176. 71 Id. at 1178-79. 72 A committee of the board picked W & H, and another committee of the board was created to negotiate the contract between the charity and the professional solicitor. Id. at 1175. 73 Id. at 1178. those services, so that of UCC's $26 million in fundraising expense $13 million was the equivalent of a gift to the fundraiser. Then it could be argued that UCC was in fact being operated to a significant degree for the private benefit of W & H, though not because it was the latter's creature. That then would be a route for using tax law to deal with the problem of improvident or extravagant expenditures by a charitable organization that do not, however, inure to the benefit of insiders.
74
The improvident or extravagant expenditures would be a dissipation of the charity's assets and a violation of the duty of care by the board of directors. The Court remanded the private benefit issue to the Tax Court.
75
A problem with using the breach of the duty of care as a hook for private benefit is that in many state jurisdictions, the concept has eroded. In Delaware, an organization can amend its governing rules to shield the directors from damages for most duty of care violations.
76
D. Private Benefit as a Failure to Preserve Charitable Assets
Professor John Colombo has offered a definition of private benefit, which is more coherent than the case law and consistent as a principle than the Service's positions. Additionally, it is distinguishable from private inurement and provides a useful tool when applied to situations of excessive fundraising costs or fraud.
77
He builds upon Judge Posner's comment in United Cancer Council v. Commissioner that private benefit could occur in a situation where the charity was operated to a significant degree for the advantage of the fundraising firm, rather than for the benefit 74 Id. at 1179. 75 Id. at 1179; see also Lisa A. Runquist, How to Keep Your Nonprofit out of Trouble with the IRS, NONPROFIT RESOURCES (Oct. 1, 2015), http://runquist.com/how-to-keep-your-nonprofit-out-oftrouble-with-the-irs (On remand the private benefit issue was never reached, for the case was settled. UCC, which had filed for bankruptcy, conceded it was not entitled to exemption for the years 1986-1989, and the IRS restored UCC's exemption for 1990 forward. As a condition of the settlement, UCC agreed to cease raising funds from the general public and to limit its activities to accepting charitable bequests and transmitting them to local cancer counsels for direct care of patients.). 76 DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 102(b)(7) (2015). There is still liability for breaches of the duty of loyalty, actions or omissions not in good faith or knowing violations of the law or transactions where the director received an improper benefit. The real danger to nonprofit directors, derelict in their duties, is not money damages, but "shame risk," the fear that one's name will appear in the local paper as a director of a nonprofit that is in the midst of some scandal. 
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This becomes a breach of the governing board's duty of care. Essentially, private benefit is a kind of corporate waste, a dissipation of the charity's assets because it is paying so much for the fundraising services that the board negligently diverts the charity's resources, even though the transaction is arms-length. Professor Colombo calls this a "failure to conserve charitable assets for the benefit of the charitable class." Entering into unfavorable contracts causes an outflow of those assets.
79
Overly high fundraising costs are an economic waste of assets that otherwise should be used to further the organization's mission. The monies raised go to the fundraiser rather than to the beneficiaries served by the nonprofit organization. 80 In the charitable solicitation context, such a diversion of assets might occur where the nonprofit is forced to share with the fundraiser donors' names it has attracted in support of its mission. The ownership lists are property that should belong exclusively to the charity.
81
Professor Colombo limits the use of this interpretation of the private benefit doctrine to transactions between the charity and a for-profit provider, where the charitable entity enters into an economic arrangement involving core services that grants a competitive advantage to the for-profit and results in a negligent failure to conserve assets on the part of the charity.
82
If a charity enters into a contract to lease office equipment or to purchase electricity for its offices, the doctrine would not apply, because it does not relate to a core service or mission of the charity. However, if the charity outsources the delivery of core services to a for-profit entity, in this case the core service being the educational message in the solicitation, the failure to conserve asset test would apply.
One of the problems with this approach is proving that the transaction consists of a waste of assets. Professor Colombo suggests using the same strategy used under § 4958, which imposes a tax on excess benefit 78 United Cancer Council, 165 F.3d at 1179. 79 Colombo, supra note 52, at 24-25. 80 Id. at 21. . 1 3 2 0 1 5 | F r a u d u l e n t S o l i c i t a t i o n | 2 The Treasury Regulations provide a safe harbor in determining whether salaries escape the excess benefit tax by requiring the board of a charity to use comparable salary data and to document the basis of the decision. 84 If this procedure is followed, there is a presumption that a transaction is not an excess benefit transaction. In the private benefit context, jumping through similar hoops could create a presumption that the agreement with the professional solicitor was not a failure to conserve assets.
V o l
Another solution might be to utilize the technique recently introduced in New York's Nonprofit Revitalization Act (Revitalization Act) for "related party transactions," a synonym for conflicts of interest. 85 Under the Revitalization Act, no corporation can enter into a related party transaction unless the transaction is determined by the board to be fair, reasonable and in the corporation's best interest at the time of such determination. Any director or "key employee" 86 who has an interest in a related party 83 Id. at 31. Section 4958 is known as the Intermediate Sanctions legislation because it imposes a tax rather than requiring revocation of the charity. Some have suggested that the failure of the IRS's lead arguments in UCC led to the enactment of § 4958. See Mark Hrywna, 10 Years Later, THE NONPROFIT TIMES (July 1, 2009), http://www.thenonprofittimes.com/news-articles/10-years-later/.
(i) any director, officer or key employee of the corporation or any affiliate of the corporation; (ii) any relative [defined as such person's "(i) spouse, ancestors, brothers and sisters (whether whole or half blood), children (whether natural or adopted), grandchildren, great-grandchildren, and spouses of brothers, sisters, children, grandchildren, and greatgrandchildren; or (ii) domestic partner as defined in section twenty-nine hundred ninetyfour-a of the public health law."] or (iii) any entity in which any individual described in clauses (i) and (ii) . . . has a thirty-five percent or greater ownership or beneficial interest or, in the case of a partnership or professional corporation, a direct or indirect ownership interest in excess of five percent.
Id. § 102(a)(22)-(23).
86 A "key employee" means any person who is in a position to exercise substantial influence over the affairs of the corporation, as referenced in 26 U.S.C. § 4958(f)(1)(A) ["any person who was, at any time transaction must disclose in good faith to the board or an authorized committee of the board the material facts concerning such an interest.
87
In considering a related party transaction involving a charitable corporation and in which a related party has a substantial financial interest, the board or an authorized committee shall: 1) prior to entering the transaction, consider alternative transactions; 2) approve the transaction by not less than a majority vote of the directors or committee members present at the meeting; and 3) contemporaneously document in writing the basis for the approval, including its consideration of alternative transactions. 88 The requirement of seeking alternative transactions and documenting that fact would provide a reasonable justification for the board's action and protect itself from second-guessing and claims of a breach of the duty of care.
The essence of Professor Colombo's theory is that the law of tax exemption should frown on transactions where boards do not diligently conserve assets for the benefit of the organization's charitable class.
89
Applying his theory to the United Cancer Council facts, Professor Colombo would require in such situations that the charity have a reasonable justification for why it entered into a contract that gave the fundraiser over 90% of the gross amount raised. He concludes under this theory: "it is not unreasonable to presume UCC could have done better (and thus conserved more assets for its charitable purpose) either by taking fundraising in-house or by contracting with a different outside fundraiser."
90
By converting the private benefit concept to mean a failure to conserve charitable assets, tax law could deal with problems of fraudulent or excessive fundraising costs.
Section 4958 applies to "excess benefit transactions"; that is, transactions in which an economic benefit is provided by a tax-exempt organization to or for the use of any insider, or in the jargon of the legislation, a "disqualified person" 92 if the value of the economic benefit provided directly or indirectly exceeds the value of the consideration received for providing such benefit. 93 Under the legislation, a tax is imposed where the consideration exchanged is in excess of the value received between a 501(c)(3) or 501(c)(4) organization and the disqualified person at any time during the preceding five year period ending on the date of the transaction.
VI. DOES THE INTERMEDIATE SANCTIONS FRAMEWORK APPLY TO THE PROFESSIONAL SOLICITOR?
An argument can be made that the problems discussed in this paper could be dealt with through the intermediate sanctions framework, though the fit may be tenuous at this time. The starting point is whether the professional solicitor is a "disqualified person." If the solicitor is not a founder of the organization, a substantial contributor, or someone whose 91 The intermediate sanction refers to an excise tax imposed for excess benefit transactions by insiders. The tax is an intermediate sanction compared to revocation of exemption, previously the only available sanction, which was so draconian that it was rarely imposed. An initial tax of 25% of the excess benefit amount is imposed on the disqualified person that receives the excess benefit. An additional tax on the disqualified person of 200% of the excess benefit applies if the violated is uncorrected. A tax of ten percent of the excess benefit, not to exceed $20,000 with respect to any excess benefit transaction, is imposed on an organization manager who knowingly participated in the excess benefit transaction. Id. § 4958(d)(2). There are rules for abatement of the taxes under certain conditions. Id. § § 4961, 4962.
revenues are not based on revenues from the activities of the organization, the Treasury Regulations present several situations where persons are defined to be disqualified persons under the statute.
95
Where a professional solicitor is not within the statutory categories of disqualified persons, 96 the test is one of facts and circumstances. 97 The facts and circumstances test also applies to a person in position to exercise substantial influence by virtue of their powers and responsibilities, such as officers or voting members of the governing body, or persons who have ultimate responsibility for managing the finances of the organization, or certain persons with a material financial interest in a provider-sponsored organization.
98
Under certain circumstances, a professional solicitor and her firm could be considered disqualified persons under § 4958.
Among the facts and circumstances that would show a professional solicitor's substantial influence: the person has or shares authority to control or determine a substantial portion of the organization's capital expenditures, operating budget, or compensation for employees; 99 the person manages a discrete segment or activity of the organization that represents a substantial portion of the activities, assets, income, or expenses of the organization, as compared to the organization as a whole; 100 or the person owns a controlling interest (measured by either vote or value) in a corporation, partnership, or trust that is a disqualified person.
101
These sections of the Treasury Regulations can apply to professional fundraisers. In many fundraising campaigns, the charity surrenders the control of its operations and resources for the campaign to the fundraiser. A fundraising operation often can be a major portion of the charity's assets, income, and expenses, and is under the control of the solicitor. Aside from the fundraising campaign, the assets and activities of the charity may be 95 Treas. Reg. § 53. 4958-3 (2002) . 96 Id. § 53.4958-3(b)(1)-(2). 97 Id. § 53.4958-3(e). 98 Id. § 53.4958-3(c). 99 Id. § 53.4958-3(e)(2)(iv). 100 Id. § 53.4958-3(e)(2)(v). 101 Id. § 53.4958-3(e)(2)(vi).
very small, and the fundraiser controls substantial assets of value of the organization.
Examples (5) and (6) of Treasury Regulation § 53.4958-3 could apply to a professional fundraiser. Example (5) deals with an organization that enters into a contract with a company that operates bingo games and does everything in return for a percentage of the revenue generated. The charity only provides a venue for the bingo activity. The gross bingo revenues represent more than half of the organization's total annual revenue. The bingo operator is in a position to exercise substantial influence over the affairs of the organization and is a disqualified person with respect to the organization. Example (6) adds the additional fact that an individual owns a controlling interest in the bingo company. That individual is also a disqualified person with respect to the organization.
102
Change the bingo operator and owner of the firm to solicitor, and there is a situation similar to many of the egregious fund raising campaigns.
VII. THE INITIAL CONTRACT EXCEPTION 103
The tax on excess benefit transactions does not apply to an initial written agreement with fixed payments between an organization and an individual, who will become a disqualified person upon signing the contract. In other words, there is an initial contract exception. contract exemption removed certain fixed payments made pursuant to an initial contract between an organization and the third party. 105 However, there may be a loophole in the initial contract exemption that allows such contracts to come under § 4958. A fixed payment does not include any amount paid to a person under a reimbursement or similar arrangement where any person with respect to the amount of expenses incurred or reimbursed exercises discretion.
106
The standard fundraising agreement contains a percentage of receipts from the campaign that belong to the solicitor. Nevertheless, the solicitor also has the right of reimbursement of expenses and manages the campaign. It can control the amount of expenses incurred, the primary reason that many fundraising campaigns wind up with the charity not only failing to obtain additional resources, but still owing the solicitor for expenses beyond the amount raised. In the course of running the campaign, the solicitor controls the expenses. This would seem to be a non-fixed liability and one could argue not subject to the initial contract exception.
The regulations reinforce this interpretation, though it is far from a sure thing. In Example (7), a nonprofit hospital enters into a contract with a company that will provide a wide range of hospital management services to the hospital. Upon entering the contract, the company becomes a disqualified person with respect to the hospital. The hospital pays the management company a fixed fee of X percent of adjusted gross revenue determined by a fixed formula specified in the contract. The cost accounting system objectively defines the direct and indirect costs of all health care goods and services provided as charity care. Section 4958 does not apply because of the initial contract exception.
107
Example (8) deals with a situation similar to the typical fundraising contract. The facts are the same as Example (7), except that the management services contract also provides that the hospital reimburse the management company on a monthly basis for certain expenses incurred that are attributed to services provided to the hospital. Although the management fee itself is a fixed payment not subject to § 4958, the reimbursements are not fixed payments, because the management company exercises discretion with respect to the amount of expenses incurred. Therefore, any reimbursement payments are evaluated under § 4958.
108
Change the facts from a hospital management company to a professional solicitor entering into a contract with a tax-exempt organization, and Example (8) seems to be a common situation of contracts with fundraisers. The fundraiser is in charge of the campaign and its expenses; that is why so many campaigns owe money to the fundraiser beyond amounts raised when it is over. It is not rational that a charity would plan to lose money, unless it was a sham organization serving the private benefit of the fundraiser, or the charity did not mind because the sole purpose of the telemarketing was education about the organization's mission.
Unfortunately, the regulations do not provide a definitive answer to the arguments made herein. The cleanest way to bring fundraising arrangements under § 4958 would be to eliminate the original contract exception. The Joint Committee on Taxation in 2005 recommended this, as part of several changes in § 4958, because of the continued reports of abuses by insiders, managers of public charities, and private foundations.
109
The questionable activities raised questions about the extent to which excess benefits were still provided to insiders and the effectiveness of § 4958.
The Joint Committee's Report doubted that in cases where the organization contracts with an individual (who will have the capacity to exercise control or substantial influence over the organization upon entering into the contract), the organization can conduct negotiations entirely at arm's length and free of the influence of the third party.
110
The nonprofit may fear that it might lose the individual or entity if bargaining is too hard or it will provide an initial contract with an excess benefit to the counterparty. The initial contract exemption encourages fixed payments rather than performance-based compensation.
111
The best way to clear up the ambiguity in the regulations would be for Congress to just eliminate the initial contract exception, or for the Service to amend the applicable Treasury Regulation.
As result of the uproar from the Congress and other politicians over the targeting of certain 501(c)(4)'s on a political basis, the IRS is in a situation which can be described as "agency post-traumatic stress disorder." It is in disarray, and the Tax Exempt and Government Entities Division is marginalized and filled with inexperienced people.
112
Given the turmoil enveloping the Service at this particular time, there is little chance that it will use the tools available or begin an investigation of these problems. Even absent the political issues, the resources of the Service are so limited and the size of the nonprofit sector so great, one must turn elsewhere for a solution to the problem raised in this article. covered by the FTC's jurisdictional mandate to prevent unfair methods of competition as one "which is organized to carry on business for its own profit or that of its members, and has shares of capital or capital stock or certificates of interest."
115
If a purported charity is a sham, it is not a nonprofit, and therefore is organized for profit and would come under the FTC's jurisdiction. The FTC does have authority to regulate deceptive telemarketing acts or practices by professional solicitors, which are forprofit business that come under FTC jurisdiction. Through the Telemarketing and Consumer Fraud Abuse Prevention Act of 1994, the FTC has the power to promulgate rules prohibiting deceptive telemarketing soliciting or practices, including charitable telephonic solicitations by forprofit solicitors.
116
The statute also empowers state attorneys general to bring action in federal district court to enforce the rules of the FTC if residents of their defining with specificity acts or practices that are unfair or deceptive, and establishing requirements designed to prevent such acts or practices; (d) conduct investigations relating to the organization, business, practices, and management of entities engaged in commerce; and (e) make reports and legislative recommendations to Congress.").
state have been affected by deceptive telemarketing, but it does not supersede existing authority of state officials from action under state laws. In fact, the FTC's regulatory activity in this area has been very modest, which is unsurprising given the scope of the commission's responsibilities, particularly in consumer protection and the relative lack of donor complaints over deceptive fundraising. There have been a few enforcement efforts against fundraisers, which have been undertaken with state attorneys general or charity officials.
117
A resolution to the problem of fundraisers that repeatedly violate state solicitation requirements is to federalize fundraisers' registration and oversight through legislation empowering the FTC to have authority over charitable solicitation beyond telemarketing. In 1990, a bill was introduced in the House of Representatives, the Fair Fund Raising Act of 1990, 118 to amend the Federal Trade Commission Act so as to permit the FTC to regulate fundraising activities of § 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) charities. The legislation would have prohibited charities from having officers or directors who were also officers, directors or agents of a professional fundraising organization employed by the charity. The bill also required notification of the professional status of the fundraiser, the name of the individual receiving funds for the charity, and uniform accounting principles governing the cost of fundraising and annual reports to state agencies. It preempted any state or local requirements inconsistent with the requirements in the bill, though state and political subdivisions could seek an exemption if the jurisdiction afforded a greater level of protection to the public. The bill never passed. Similar legislation 117 The FTC joined with 61 attorneys general and secretaries of state in 49 states to bring 76 enforcement actions against 32 fundraising companies and 22 nonprofits or purported nonprofits and 31 individuals for fraudulent telemarketing to help police, firefighters or veterans. would need to be enacted. The legislation proposed below would also require fundraisers to join a self-regulatory organization under FTC aegis.
To solve the problem of recidivist wrongdoers and itinerant fundraisers who move from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, there should be created a selfregulating organization, the Charitable Professional Fundraisers' Regulatory Association ("CHAPFRA") under the aegis or supervision of the FTC. This new organization would have the responsibility of enforcing norms and rules for professional fundraisers, and the authority to discipline, and, if necessary, bar dishonest fundraisers from their profession. The strengths and weaknesses of this approach will be discussed.
The framework of a self-regulatory organization that comes to mind is FINRA, the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority ("FINRA"), a private corporation that acts as a self-regulatory organization for market entities such as the New York Stock Exchange. FINRA has been granted authority through Congressional authorization in connection with securities exchanges.
121
This authority allows FINRA to promulgate rules, license securities participants, investigate violations, and discipline violators of those rules in tribunals formed by FINRA.
122
These disciplinary proceedings act as a deterrent against and remedy for unfair and illegitimate business practices.
VIII. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE SRO MODEL
Self-regulation can be more effective than government regulation because of industry or professional expertise. Industry representatives will want to weed out the "bad apples" because they tarnish the reputation of the profession as a whole. There is greater acceptance of regulation if it is done by ones' peers. Additionally, industry regulators may be able to enforce 121 15 U.S.C. § 78o-3(a) (2012). 122 See id. § 78o-3. FINRA received its ability to carry on its activities through Congress enacting the Maloney Act, which allows the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") to approve registration of securities associations in order to assist in regulation of activities related to securities exchanges. Id. The Securities and Exchange Commission has supervisory authority over such securities organizations as FINRA through provisions providing the SEC with approval measures for FINRA rulemaking, licensing, disciplinary proceedings, and administration. Id.; see, e.g., 17 C.F.R. § 201.420 (2013).
ethical standards loftier than mere legal compliance. 123 The threat of expulsion from a mandatory membership organization, which also happens to be a monopoly in the profession, incentivizes members to obey its rules.
124
Self-regulatory organizations are financed directly by the industries they regulate, independent of government budgets and the politics that surround regulatory budget making. Government regulators thereby can focus on their agenda. 125 Standards are established through a largely consensual process. SROs are a counterpart for negotiations with government agencies seeking to introduce regulatory initiatives. Selfregulation can also strike the correct balance between overregulation and under-regulation of an industry. It will be more flexible than governmental rules and is driven by the needs of the industry. The regulated industry bears the cost. Self-regulation extends beyond governmental regulation with respect to the rules by its ability to establish ethical and best practices principles.
126
According to the theory of self-regulation, the administrative agency overseeing an SRO in an industry should counter and alleviate the self-protective and anti-competitive elements. 127 Unfortunately, the history of self-regulation has often been selfprotection of the industry self-regulated. 127 Id. at 1256. 128 According to a 1973 report of the Senate Subcommittee on Securities:
The inherent limitations in allowing an industry to regulate itself are well known: the natural lack of enthusiasm for regulation on the part of the group to be regulated, the followed by discipline, or more frequently, after state jurisdictions have found fraud or violations of state solicitation statutes after litigation or settlement by the wrongdoer. Another contrast with FINRA would be that while a central location facilitates the ability of markets to monitor breaches of fiduciary duty that reduce improper behavior, fraudulent fundraising can be more effectively monitored at the state level because not every campaign is national in scope, and despite the weaknesses of state enforcement, it is still more effective than the FTC, which has many other responsibilities and has been less proactive in this area.
A primary purpose of CHAPFRA would be to create a registration or membership requirement in the SRO for professional fundraisers and fundraising counsel 
Id. § 171-a(4) (footnotes omitted).
A "professional solicitor" is a person employed or paid by a professional fundraiser to solicit contributions. Id. § 171-a(5).
A "fundraising counsel" is a person who is paid to consult with a charitable organization or to plan, manage, advise, or assist with solicitation of contributions but does not herself solicit and does not have access to contributions or authority to pay expenses. Id. A "commercial co-venturer" is someone who regularly and primarily engages in profit-making trade or commerce and advertises that the purchase or use of goods, services, entertainment, or anything else of value will benefit a charitable organization. She does not raise funds. N.Y. EXEC. LAW § 172-be affirmed unless there was an abuse of discretion. The solicitor could ultimately appeal to a federal Court of Appeals, but CHAPFRA could not appeal an FTC reversal of its sanction. Settlements would not be subject to review. The extended due process suggested is necessary, because banning someone from a profession should not be done lightly.
X. CONCLUSION
Perhaps the most important recommendation is the creation of a national online readily-accessible database that would contain a comprehensive record of violations of state and FTC fundraising rules and requirements by solicitation firms and the individuals who own or work for such firm. The database would include contracts between fundraisers and charities, results of fundraising campaigns as well as settlement agreements between state and federal officials and professional fundraisers. CHAPFRA and the database would be funded through members' dues. The database of fundraiser violations will place a duty of care burden upon nonprofit boards to access the information, so as to make a reasoned decision before signing a contract with a professional fundraiser, and will ease cooperation between state charity officials and attorneys general.
A self-regulatory model that includes required professional membership, a due process procedure to sanction or permanently ban those who engage in fraudulent solicitation, and a national database of violators of state solicitation laws and those who are permanently banned will provide the most cost effective way of ensuring that a maximum of charitable contributions will go toward an organization's mission. It will also remove a blight that affects the reputation of the whole nonprofit sector.
